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One challenge is keeping up with how
quickly social advertising is changing.
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the possibilities of these emerging fields, and their ability to excite
audiences. However, introducing these trends into marketing plans
is not without challenges. The execution takes understanding,
testing and expanded resources. Fake news, the Methbot, and
opacity across data reporting are all causing concern. To maneuver
in this digital landscape, we have mapped out a guide that delves
into what has been successful, and what will be going forward.
Together we will clear the path to a dialogue based on meaningful
data and exciting technology developments.

WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT?
“Finding the right way to tell the story, to help justify the proper
budget allocations, to maximize lead volume and brand exposure.”

SURVEY RESPONDENT
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PART ONE

COMPELLING
TECH TRENDS
What’s exciting marketers this year? The fast-evolving world of video and
artificial intelligence has advertisers planning for expanded opportunities,
and optimizing their campaigns to account for the latest innovations.
Explore what compels both brands and users to experiment with these
tech trends and more.

VIDEO MOVES FORWARD
Consumers’ attention spans are shortening and their tastes increasingly fickle. At the same time,
marketers are looking to stretch every ad dollar and measure ROI. Thus video advancements are an
accessible way for many marketers to captivate audiences across channels, and social offers a distinctly
measurable advantage. The data shows the increasing reach of video, and its inevitable staying power.

WHY VIDEO?
Social channels increasingly incorporate new options for video, and consumers have responded favorably. Video content is easily
transferrable, with optional sound and flexibility for window shape, and sharing capabilities on various social platforms. To fully
understand the wide net cast by video, it is important to consider the various content sources, from user generated organic content to
brand generated paid content:
|| User Generated Video: With the advent of advanced smartphone technology and its undeniable popularity, video
quality has improved in tandem. The ability to upload directly to social networks is so seamless that users are creating
more organic content than ever. Half of these users trust user generated content more than any other source,
according to eMarketer.
|| Brands are capitalizing on the power of live video, repurposing content to extend the story. For example, Kinetic
worked with a gaming advertiser whose ads, when tied in with live game footage during football season, had a
31% Video View Rate.
|| Brand Generated: Video content can also originate with a brand or agency, designed for promotion straight
from the source.

CASE STUDY:

HILLSHIRE SNACKING RAISES
BRAND AWARENESS WITH VIDEO
A Nielsen Brand Lift Study of Hillshire Snacking’s campaign impact
focused on reach and awareness as well as ad recall. By leveraging
the combined power of Facebook Video Ad units and Kinetic
Social’s MVT (Multivariate Testing) tool to find the best creative,
this campaign outperformed 33% of other brands measured
in similar studies. Hillshire’s use of video was part of a strong
overall creative strategy that radically improved metrics.

> DOWNLOAD THE CASE STUDY

Nearly 60% of survey respondents said they are most excited about
video ads this year, more than for any other upcoming technology. This
echoes the investments and advancements made by each platform.
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VIDEO MOVES FORWARD
Data from eMarketer shows that retailers perceive that only
2% of revenues come from social commerce, but this leads to
attribution questions (more on this later in the report) and leaves
out branding and local awareness engagement metrics. While
many marketers are still reliant on committing the lion’s share

WATCH OUT FOR

LIVE VIDEO

of their budgets to network and cable, the shift from TV to

The growth of these streaming networks sets the stage

digital can yield more efficient, measurable results. Users

for more video growth overall. Because of the increased

watch more Netflix than cable, with Netflix revenues last year

bandwidth, new video options like live video are poised to

surpassing AMC by double. Amazon Prime, Hulu and AppleTV

grow in the coming months. YouTube, Facebook, Instagram

are also on the rise, as reported by Business Insider. Traditional

and Twitter all rolled out various live video options, and

TV networks thus struggle for relevancy, because even when

Snapchat was developed with video first.

consumers are watching television, their viewing habits are
diffused across proliferating channels.

WHY AREN’T SOCIAL BUDGETS GROWING FASTER?
Despite the hype about video on social, there is still industry-wide concern that traditional advertising
methods are holding back social budgets. “Most marketers still cling to TV and print as safe options
despite evidence to the contrary. No amount of research will dissuade them until this ceases to be a safe
choice within the Fortune 500,” said one survey respondent, grappling with the push-back.

CASE STUDY:

AROUND THE APP WORLD
Facebook went all-in on mobile, then on video for advertisers.
The wide array of ad options drives engagement with rich, thumbstopping content using a mix of video and photo creatives.
Kinetic worked with a hotel advertiser on a campaign that included
a diverse selection of creatives to engage its traveler base of
all ages. By using both Link and Carousel ads, the eye-catching
campaign generated significant engagement.

> DOWNLOAD THE CASE STUDY
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VIDEO MOVES FORWARD
VIDEO STATS

BY PLATFORM
|| Facebook clocked more than 100 million hours of video views per day in 2016, growing 43.5% year over year.
|| 50% of ad accounts now have an in-stream Live Ad video option. Live and formerly live broadcasts have
advertising application, both natively and in ad breaks. Soon all ad accounts will have the functionality.

|| Purchases increased 40% as a result of video, strongly suggesting that spend should be directed here.

|| 360-degree video livestreaming announced Q4 2016.
|| Video ad costs dropped in Q4, benefitting advertisers.
|| Engagement rose with increased video campaign spending.
|| Twitter viewers most likely to watch up to 60 seconds of targeted video ads.

|| Leveraged visual platform with
Mobile First ideology, conducive
to video.

|| 67% of users who viewed video
were motivated to purchase.

|| Mobile-friendly Pinterest Explore,

|| Added video to Carousel Ads, with

a native video viewer, debuted in
Q4 2016.

up to five photos and videos.

|| Launched Stories and Live

|| 60% increase in organic Promoted

Video, adding optionality to
drive conversions.

DAILY STATS BY PLATFORM

Video on their site this year
according to eMarketer.

300

SNAPCHAT GETS COMPETITIVE
Snapchat launched their ads program in 2016. As Snapchat
expands its ad opportunities in the coming months, more
advertisers are expected to test the channel.

150

136

|| Due to growing daily active users, Snapchat is poised to
surpass Instagram and Twitter’s daily and video numbers.

|| Video Ads on Snapchat are maxed at 10 seconds, perfect
for what has been reported to be the average person’s
attention span -- eight seconds, according to eMarketer.

|| Snapchat is gaining users among millennials, with more
frequent usage.

NUMBER OF DAILY VISITS
(in millions) Source: Partner Updates

Sources: Kinetic Social Platform data, Partner Sites, CPC Strategy, Bloomberg, Business Insider, eMarketer
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VIDEO MOVES FORWARD
THE 360 APPROACH
Both Facebook and Twitter are working with 360 video to allow users to, in the words of the partners, “share an immersive view of
your world.” 360 video can transport viewers to a venue, travel destination, or social event. The capacity for storytelling engages
the user and their network, teeing up the virtual reality with major implications for future opportunities. We expect to see more
advertisers jumping into 360 video in 2017.

BEHAVIOR BY AGE
|| Young people between 13 and 17 are the
least likely to click on or complete a video.
|| Users 45-54 have the highest Video View Rate.
|| Users aged 55-64 have the highest ClickThrough Rate.
Source: Kinetic Social data

WHO IS GROWING

FASTER THAN MILLENIALS?

FACEBOOK CANVAS ADS
A Canvas Ad is a mobile microsite

40%

AGE BRACKET 35+

80%

AGE BRACKET 55+

optimized for the mobile experience.
In Q4 users spent an average of over 25
seconds per Canvas Ad.

HOWEVER,

MILLENNIALS ARE MORE LIKELY TO:

2.5x

SHOP ONLINE

3.8x

USE FACEBOOK &
INSTAGRAM

ABOUT NEW PRODUCTS
1.6x LEARN
ON DIGITAL CHANNELS

“Millennial audiences respond to video advertising.
As the consumer population continues to migrate
towards a weighted millennial composition,
marketers are likely to increase their investment
in formats and methods that resonate with their
target audience.”

MATT GILBERT
CEO, KINETIC SOCIAL

Source: BI Intelligence
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VIRTUAL & AUGMENTED REALITY
VIRTUAL REALITY

THE FUTURE IS NOW
Other

Simply put, Virtual Reality (VR) has the power to radically change

12%

how people experience content. While there is a growing
interest in immersive content as evidenced by video ads, virtual

HTC Vive

technologies are redefining what immersion means altogether.
And the excitement is building: 30% of survey respondents
said they are excited for developments in Virtual Reality

28%
Google
Day Dream VR

this year.

18%

Kinetic’s Spectrum Data Audience Insights tool tracked the Virtual
Reality gadgets that readers were interested in over the holiday
period. The data showed a concurrent overall rise in interest.
The VR buzz is getting louder, but it’s still too soon to say which
products will take the lead. To date, the content implications have
not advanced as rapidly as consumer interest. But because first

21%

Playstation VR

21%

Oculus Rift

movers and marketers continue to experiment, consumers will
follow suit as the technology improves.

SPOTLIGHT ON

SNAPCHAT

THE NEW [AUGMENTED] REALITY
Augmented Reality’s earning potential was proven in 2016 with Pokémon Go,
which hit more than 100 million downloads and earned $10 million daily at its
peak in August according to Forbes. Snapchat is also oh-so-quietly exploring
the realm of AR, which has great potential for 2017.

THE GROWTH OF SNAPCHAT’S AUGMENTED REALITY
|| Launched Spectacles, video-capturing sunglasses, that make 10-second
snaps while the user is active. The hype was fueled by roving vending
machines, unpredictably placed around cities where the coveted glasses
could be purchased.
|| World Lenses capitalize on Spectacles, and are expected to launched in Q4
2017. More than the familiar Snapchat filters, the new feature extends 3D
effects to the surrounding ‘world’ in still and moving images.
|| Recently acquired Cimagine, the Israeli Augmented Reality startup further
suggests that they will remain on the cutting edge of AR.
Sources: Forbes, Bloomberg, Tech Crunch
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & MESSENGER APPS
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE:

MESSENGER APPS GAINING POWER

INVESTING IN ADVANCEMENT
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an all-encompassing term, but the
ability to use robotic communication in the social space and
beyond has huge implications for advertisers and customer
service departments. Effective targeting of interested
prospects, and buyer outreach with product suggestions and

According to data from eMarketer, 60% of business and IT
decision-makers worldwide are making investments in IT
infrastructure to stay on top of the latest technology. Many
seek external expertise, as they feel compelled to expand
their AI capabilities. These investments include establishing a
well-defined strategy that establishes KPIs with organizational
buy-in, and investing in marginally higher service costs as

service solutions, can help businesses build customer loyalty

solutions. Technology alone does not achieve desired results.

without the costs of customer service centers.

30% of our survey respondents singled out messenger
apps as an exciting area destined for growth this
year, pointing to the already substantial user pool.
Some brands plan to use AI to interact with consumers
within messenger apps, and the possibilities are endless: will
customer service desks turn into AI-driven bots?

AI seems to be a hot topic across the industry, and we
saw it borne out in our survey. As we monitor the pulse of
advancement, Artificial Intelligence cannot be overlooked.

WAYS IN WHICH BUSINESS & IT DECISION-MAKERS
WORLDWIDE ARE PREPARING THEIR COMPANIES
FOR AI TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION, NOV 2016

NUMBER OF MESSENGER APP USERS
(in millions)

% of respondents

Sources: Statista, TenCent

900

877

846

Facebook
Messenger

QQ
Messenger

WeChat

Investing in supporting IT infrastructure

60%
Developing knowledge / skills

53%
Using external support to assist with planning

46%
Building AI into company ethos

43%
Using external support in knowledge gathering

40%
Gathering feedback from customers

32%
Aseessing competitor / industry approach

25%

Whatsapp and Facebook Messenger each have close to one
billion users, and unlocking that revenue potential is on tap for
2017. Furthermore, competing messaging platforms like QQ
Messenger and WeChat have smaller but comparable user

Note: n=1,600
Source: Infosys, “Amplifying Human Potential: Towards Purposeful
Artificial Intelligence” conducted by Vanson Bourne, Jan 17, 2017
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PART TWO

CHALLENGING
TECH BOUNDARIES
What worries marketers? Staying on top of the data while maneuvering in the
multi-channel space requires guidance, and many marketers are hesitant in
their attempts to make bold changes when profits (and jobs) are on the line.
Our survey participants and in-house experts weigh in on what it takes to
navigate the fast-changing landscape. With transparency and resilience, we
can face these complex challenges head-on.

WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT?

“The challenge is creating conversational content that speaks
to users in the ‘messaging app’ world we live in, and how to
incorporate organic advertising experiences.”

MEGAN GALL

SVP, BRAND SOLUTIONS & STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

THE COMMUNICATION CHALLENGE
We have just looked at the excitement around messenger apps, but note there are still challenges. While the apps work for
basic communications, they lack advanced end-to-end customer service solutions that incorporate customer preferences.
To date, they have been used for promotions and to make appointments, but for more custom requests, there is still
room to grow. Communicating directly with individuals on messenger apps in a helpful, authentic way is essential, but the
automation of this process still poses challenges.
Fortunately, the more consumers talk to the bots that drive brand-to-consumer communications, the more the bots will
learn. Because bots get smarter with increased usage, they will learn how to guide users towards the products or services
they actually want with continued audience engagement.
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WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT?
THE MULTI-CHANNEL CHALLENGE
Targeting the right customer base, then ensuring accurate attribution
balanced with in-store and online sales data was the biggest challenge
reported in our survey.
Marketers find multichannel attribution daunting because there is no
perfect solution to track each step of the buying process, so many are
forced to rely on the often misleading last-click attribution model. The
last-click implies that only that final impression brought the customer
to the sale, when in reality, tracing the action back through a variety of
channels provides a clearer picture of influence points.

MATT GILBERT
CEO, KINETIC SOCIAL

“A multi-touch attribution model,
linked to a consistent personal ID, is
critical for ensuring an understanding
of the role of each touch point in
achieving defined goals.”

The complexity of marketing in the social space in particular requires
incredible attention to detail in near real time, which can seem overwhelming
to those unfamiliar with navigating the nuances of these channels. Lacking awareness, many marketers make the mistake of
either relying on an agency that lacks social expertise, or licensing a technology platform to execute media campaigns without
the internal expertise to achieve success. Working with a strong partner like Kinetic Social can help marketers stay on top of the
complexities of this space.
Even sophisticated marketers find funnel stage weighting, audience targeting and digital attribution daunting. Nearly 20%
of survey respondents singled out multi-channel attribution as their primary concern with social and search, while
46% are most excited about offline measurement. Ensuring multi-channel data accuracy is essential to measuring, and
delivering long-term ROI.

“ROI is difficult to prove, which
leads to discussions with senior
management on spend efficacy.”

SURVEY

RESPONDENTS

“Attributing social media post
impact to actual footfall and sales is
still tough to accurately measure.”
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WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT?
“Social campaigns are outperforming many other digital tactics,
but spend has yet to reflect this as quickly as we wish.”
SURVEY RESPONDENT

A TENUOUS CLIMATE
Much of this uncertainty is a reflection of industry-wide pressures. Native
platforms and publishers are generally biased towards assigning credit
for conversions to themselves. This trend has been pervasive across
numerous platforms, leaving marketers wondering what was really true
in 2016. We saw multiple incidents of channels being questioned over
analytics and reporting errors.
By accidentally tracking extra seconds of video views or questioning the
source of intellectual property, the issue at hand centers around ensuring
clear, reliable data. As we know from our survey, many companies in this

“Fraudsters creating websites that look
legitimate are a continual problem and
it’s a cat-and-mouse game, but social is
less prone to bot issues.”

PAUL MAKSYMOWICZ
PRODUCT MANAGER

space struggle with these questions, and ultimately, the one that lingers is:
how can we know if the data is accurate?
The rise of fake news and the recent “Methbot” scandal continue to raise concerns. Fake news is, at its core, not just generally
worrisome, but also an advertising problem, since rogue sites are manipulating the internet buying model, stealing advertising dollars.
According to the White Ops report, the cybercriminal Russian Methbot stole somewhere between $3-5 million per day in American
ad dollars last year, by targeting over 6,000 real advertising domains and using fraudulently acquired IP addresses to skew viewing
numbers. The report and its implications continue to be debated, with questions around the magnitude of the amount lost to
the purported fraudulent activity. So whether this was the most profitable bot crime in history, or a lesser breach, the impact on
marketers is one of lingering uncertainty. It seems no one is immune to these issues, but we believe that social gardens remain a welllit and safe place for marketers to test and spend.
Last, but not least, is also the question of creating top-quality, relevant content. In order to successfully target audiences, creative
must be as captivating as the technology behind it. Shortened attention spans and channel proliforation mean advertisers must keep
up with fresh messaging at a breakneck speed. Ensuring the advertising experience does not degrade the overall user experience is
another ongoing challenge, both for platforms and marketers.

SURVEY

RESPONDENT
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GETTING CLOSER TO THE CUSTOMER
DETERMINING CUSTOMER IDENTITY
Customer identity is loosely defined as the growing ability to pinpoint
your customer makeup, defining their attributes and following their
journey from awareness to purchase while measuring lifetime value.
Monitoring this customer journey grows increasingly accessible with
informational transparency.
Marking the customer journey across all touch points allows marketers
to evaluate ad spend effectiveness and establish measurements for
meaningful, ongoing optimization. Leveraging analysis of both branding
and direct-response campaigns across platforms can radically improve
this understanding, to more accurately track the journey and influence it

“To maintain its extraordinary
growth trajectory in the increasingly
complex customer journey, the
social channel needs to provide
marketers a clearer view into how
advertiser spend drives results.”

MATT GILBERT

FOR ADWEEK (READ THE ARTICLE)

at key inflection points.

CUSTOMER JOURNEY VIRTOUS CIRCLE

ONLINE & OFFLINE:
BRIDGING THE GAP
Retailers are increasingly using a mix of locally
targeted measures to monitor the customer journey
with both in-store touch-points like beacons and
online methods including geo-targeted social and

AWARENESS

search ads for better tracking. Using effective interest
and demographic targets on social channels can
be a great start to understanding not just who your
customers are, but what they are interested in
and where they shop.

ADVOCATE

CONSIDERATION

Although targeted advertising is not a new
phenomenon, adding location into the social ad mix
can have huge benefits. Rallying the local community
to support a new store opening or boost sales at a
specific location can now be achieved on Facebook.
The opportunity to quantify store visits begins with
Local Awareness Ads, and retailers and restaurants
are some of the primary advertisers tracking social
campaigns to foot-traffic. The ad unit features call-

EVALUATION

PURCHASE

to-action buttons such as “Learn More,” “Call Now,”
“Get Directions” or “Send Message.” Maps are also
available, compatible with the mobile app. The goal
of these local advertising initiatives is to clearly trace
digital ads to in-store sales numbers.
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CONCLUSION
For all its promise, the digital space has been plagued by concerns around transparency. Yet the industry has responded with
increased openness. For example, Facebook and Alphabet-owned YouTube and its ad platforms will undergo an audit by the Media
Rating Council and others are sure to follow. Further investments are being made both into revamping metrics and with an eye
towards rapidly advancing technologies in the fields of artificial intelligence, virtual and augmented reality. The next wave of creative
options has marketers excited, strengthened by possibilities of ever more creative storytelling.
Fortunately, with the combination of increasingly evocative creative and accurate campaign engagement reporting tied to in-store
traffic metrics, social advertising continues to enable results-driven campaigns. Marketers will continue to strive to deliver messages
in a timely and contextual way to both known individuals and look-alike audiences on social channels that offer them the ability to
optimize campaign engagement metrics. By facing these challenges head-on with in-depth analysis and a commitment to view offline
and digital data cohesively, brands have the ability to get the best possible return on their advertising investment.

ABOUT THIS REPORT
This report includes responses from 136 senior marketing professionals surveyed as a representative sample across a diverse
collection of industries. The report also includes data reflecting all campaigns run through Kinetic Social’s cross-channel
proprietary platform (the KSP), as it directly connects to partners Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Pinterest platforms. Close
to 10 billion impressions were served through the KSP in 2016, reflecting a comprehensive range of marketing objectives,
from awareness and engagement, to mid funnel consideration, and lower funnel direct response campaign initiatives.
Proprietary data also includes inputs from Kinetic’s Spectrum Data audience technology, which delivers audience insights
based on the content read across the open web, scanning content signals from 450 million unique users across 50,000 sites.
Further research for this report included industry sources such as Advertising Age, AdWeek, Business Insider, eMarketer,
Nielsen, Survey Gizmo, Tech Crunch and partner blogs among others.
Special thanks to our survey participants and internal team for sharing their reflections and business acumen.

ABOUT KINETIC SOCIAL
Kinetic Social is a technology-enabled full service provider of social advertising solutions. Our comprehensive suite of services
was developed for marketers seeking to maximize their return across social channels and includes campaign design, delivery,
measurement, and optimization. By combining social campaign data, open web content signals, and social listening, Kinetic
provides marketers with a data-driven audience targeting solution that maximizes the value of every customer interaction
across paid media. Kinetic is based in New York with offices in Toronto and Chicago and was named one of Ad Age’s Best
Places to Work in 2015. We are a Facebook Marketing Partner, an Instagram Partner, a Twitter Official Partner, a Pinterest
Marketing Developer Partner, and a Snapchat Partner.

WWW.KINETICSOCIAL.COM

